
Name: Date:

The sun provides us with light and heat. even
though it is very very far away. How much do
you know about the sun? Color the clouds that
are facts about the sun. 

Our SunOur Sun

The sun is a large
star.

The sun is million 
of miles away from
Earth.

The sun goes
around the Earth.

The sun is a large
planet.

The sun is in the
center of the
solar system.

It takes 8 
minutes for the
sunlight to travel

to the Earth.

The sun is about
4 thousand years
old.

The sun is about
4.5 million years
old.

It takes 8 days
for the sunlight
to travel to the

Earth.



Water is a natural resource. You can find it in nature and it is useful
to us. Write the description of each activity below and check off all
the pictures that show what people use water for.

Name: Date:

Natural Resources- WaterNatural Resources- Water

cookingdrinking 

putting out fire

moppingcycling

Word choices



Name: Date:

Natural Resources- PlantsNatural Resources- Plants

Plants are a natural resource. You can find it in nature and is
useful to us. Write the description of each activity below and
check off all the pictures that show what people use soil for.

clean airwin video games

wood for building

medicinefood

Word choices



Name: Date:

Natural Resources- SoilNatural Resources- Soil

Soil is a natural resource and it is very useful to us. Write
the description of each activity below and check off all the
pictures that show what people use soil for.

plants

grass to graze animals

gazing at stars

surfingpottery

Word choices



Name: Date:

Renewable ResourcesRenewable Resources
Renewable resources can be replaced in our lifetime and are
replaced by nature. Non-renewable resources can't be
replaced in our lifetime. Once used up, they are gone. Check
the boxes if they are renewable resources.

water
wind

soil

oil

rock

natural gas

corn cotton
cow



Name: Date:

Resource and UsageResource and Usage
The Earth provides us with natural
resources. Label the name of each natural
resource. Then draw a line to match each
resource to how they can be used.

build wooden 
furniture

Put out fire

Keep us warm

Grow plants

Dry our clothes

trees
sun
wind
soil
water



Name: Date:

Renewable EnergyRenewable Energy
Renewable Energy is energy resources that are easily replaced
or available, if used properly. Match the following pictures to
show where the energy comes from.

biomass

geothermal                  

 hydropower     

solar energy

wind energy

[heat underground]

[materials made by 
plants and animals]



You no longer watch TV. What should you do? 

Name: Date:

ConservationConservation
We can conserve natural resources by using less water
and energy. Check off the best choice in each situation.

Turn the TV off.

Turn down the volumn of the TV.

Turn off the water.

Cut the carrots in the water.

You are cutting carrots. what should you do?

You are going out for a run. What should you do?

Bring a water bottle.

Drink more water before going out.

You washed your hands. What should you do?

Dry your hands with tissues.

Dry your hands using a towel.

You are going to the grocery store 2 blocks away. What should
you do? Name two things you can do to conserve resources.


